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PRESS RELEASE
Brussels, 23 September 2018 - TELELINGUA ANNOUNCES RENEWAL OF ITS INTERNATIONAL
ISO 9001:2015 STANDARD UNTIL 2021
The ISO 9001 certification confirms Telelingua’s profile as one of the top 25 translation
companies worldwide
A surveillance audit conducted to assess quality in real time has confirmed Telelingua’s
compliance with the international ISO Standard ISO 9001:2015.
The date of initial issue of Telelingua’s certificate was 11 January 2010. The recent successful
audit extends the service life of this quality certification until 2021.
"Many of our global customers recognize the importance of quality management
procedures", explained Andreas Jacobi, CEO of the Telelingua group. "Our conformity with
ISO 9001:2015 underlines our continuing commitment to providing high-quality and
innovative technologies and solutions for large and complex multilingual translation
projects."
The purpose of ISO 9000 standards is to help organizations build and maintain systems,
resulting in increased efficiency and productivity, reduction in unnecessary costs, continuous
quality assurance of processes and services and finally, customer satisfaction.
“Telelingua’s ISO 9001 standards provide a documented process and protocol which tells its
employees what is specifically required of them to improve processes within our company”,
says Andreas Jacobi. “Thus we can guarantee our customers that their translation and
localization projects are handled according to Best Practices.”
About Telelingua International nv/SA
Telelingua, with headquarters in Brussels and offices in Europe (France, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, the
UK), the USA and China, boasts more than 30 years' international experience and offers a broad range of
translation and localization expertise in areas such as IT, finance, law and both energy and the environment.
Telelingua's Life Sciences section, in particular, enjoys a strong reputation among CRO’s and clients from the
medical and pharmaceutical sectors in both Europe and the United States. Telelingua has 1,500 major clients
throughout the world, employs more than 250 staff, and works in close collaboration with 5,000 translators. In
July 2018 Telelingua was acquired by the Technicis group, European leader in the technical translation sector.
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